
"...learn together through honest dialogue and
consistent reflection to enhance both yourself and
the system.”
~ Tammy Turner, Team Coaching Handbook (2019)

Delivered virtually over 5 sessions
Cohort 2 commencing 2023

More details at
www.turner.international/coaching-supervision

For graduates of team
coach training who want
support with their team
coaching work. 

Group Supervision
for Team Coaching

Group Supervision for Team
Coaching is an opportunity to
continue your development
through collaboration with a group
of team coaches, under the
guidance and supervision of
Tammy Tuner.

In accessing and harnessing the
diverse experience and wisdom
each participant brings, you in
turn will enhance and develop to
the benefit of yourself and your
clients.

Accelerate greater
understanding and awareness
through collaboration.
Learn new approaches,
theories, models and
techniques. 
Enjoy personal & professional
support as a collective
reflection on your work.
Develop skills through the
exchange of information,
observation and practical
experience review.

Some common benefits include:

https://www.turner.international/coaching-supervision
https://www.turner.international/coaching-supervision


TAMMY TURNER  – As one of the most internationally experienced
coaches, Tammy has extensive experience coaching teams and groups
at all levels; C-Suite executives, their teams and individuals to enhance
their impact to the wider organisation. Tammy has designed and
delivered strategic business initiatives aligned with individual and
organisational change. She shares her wisdom and real-world
experience to advance the novice to the experienced coaching leader. As
a visionary in the coaching industry, she has authored books and articles
on team coaching, coaching supervision and multicultural coaching.

COHORT 2 COURSE DATES

5X 90-MINUTE SESSIONS 

GROUP SESSION 1
AEDT: FRIDAY, 10 MAR 23 | 9.00AM - 10.30AM

GROUP SESSION 2
AEST: FRIDAY, 5 MAY 23 | 9.00AM - 10.30AM

GROUP SESSION 3
AEST: FRIDAY, 16 JUN 23 | 9.00AM - 10.30AM

GROUP SESSION 4
AEST: FRIDAY, 28 JUL 23 | 9.00AM - 10.30AM

GROUP SESSION 5
AEST: FRIDAY, 8 SEPT 23 | 9.00AM - 10.30AM

COURSE PRICE
FULL FEE: AUD$1,250 (no GST)
~ closes 3 Mar 2023

For further details on this course, visit:
www.turner.international/
coaching-supervision

Working with a co-coach 
Handling a difficult client sponsor 
Moving a team (and my comfort zone!) from
facilitation, team building, training, strategy,
etc to team coaching 
What to do when psychological safety suffers 
Working with the team leader (who is a
bully/perfectionist/mother hen/hides behind
a mask)
Team dynamics (nothing sticks in between
sessions/conflict/niceness or
politeness/covid or working virtually)
Using PERILL pillars 

5 monthly supervision sessions 
Session duration of 1.5 hours
Supervision group limited to 8 people
Virtual meetings via Zoom

WHAT MAY BE COVERED
The groups will be governed by the content you
bring, such as:

WHAT TO EXPECT
In each session you will be a peer contributor and
share your observations & learning with others in
the group. For each 90-minute zoom session the
group will decide what topics, issues or cases will
be covered. This means you may be more of a
participant, rather than someone who directly
receives supervision.

PROGRAM STRUCTURE

“Team coaching is complex, uncertain and to be honest quite scary. I have
been part of team coaching supervision groups for three years now, and I
would not be able to practice team coaching without them. We compare

experiences, learn together and support each other in a safe space.”

Helen Zink, Leadership and Team Coach, Grow to be Limited
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